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EDITORIAL PREF ACE

Throughout the history of philosophy, the project of a naturalistic epistemology - of a theory of knowledge based upon a scientific account of the natural
processes of perception and cognition, and of learning - occupied such major
thinkers as Aristotle, Descartes, Hume, Reid, Peirce, and recently philosophers
and scientists from Helmholtz and Mach to Piaget, Popper and Gibson.
The question of how knowledge is acquired is two-sided. On the one hand,
there is the epistemological questions par excellence: what is truth? by what
criteria, or under what conditions, are cognitive claims warranted? On the
other hand, there is the question of how the human organism, with its
structure of sense perception, language and thought, can acquire veridical
knowledge of this world?
With the advent of evolutionary theory in biology, human perceptual
and cognitive activity came to be seen in its relation to the more general
acquisitions of animal learning or animal intelligence, from which it was
believed to have evolved. Attention to the comparative anatomy and
physiology of the nervous systems of different species focussed on both the
gross structure of behavior as an interaction between organism and environment, and on the fine structure of the neural response subtleties of the
sense modalities, and on the cross-modal and higher integrative functions
of the brain. In the modern period, naturalistic theories of knowledge
therefore have been framed in terms of both biological and psychological
description, and have aspired to mathematical formulation in the image
of the natural sciences.
Stephen Grossberg's studies, gathered in this volume, lie at the intersection of psychology, neurophysiology, and mathematics. The problem
he sets for himself, however, is deeply philosophical and methodological:
is a mathematical model of a dynamic, evolving, adaptive system possible?
Can such a mathematical model adequately account for such psychological
phenomena as arousal, attention, memory, or more generally learning,
perception, cognition? Grossberg approaches this not as a formal problem
but as a concrete research task. He posits the two major constraints: neural
anatomy and function of the brain, and operations in real time. Given these
spatial or topological, and temporal constraints, and basing his analysis on
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the mass of experimental data from current research in psychology and
physiology, Grossberg proposes and develops a non-linear mathematics as
a model for specific functions of mind and brain. He finds the classic
approach to the mathematical modelling of mind and brain systematically
inadequate. This inadequacy, he holds, arises from the attempt to describe
adaptive systems in the mathematical language of 9 physics developed to
describe "stationary", i.e. non-adaptive and non-evolving systems. In place
of this linear mathematics, Grossberg develops his non-linear approach.
His method is at once imaginative, rigorous, and philosophically significant:
it is the thought experiment. It is here that the richness of his interdisciplinary
mastery, and the power of his methods, constructions and proofs, reveal
themselves. The method is what C. S. Peirce characterized as the method of
abduction, or of hypothetical inference in theory construction: given the
output of the system as a psychological phenomenon (e.g.learning, perception, cognition) and interpreting such activities in an evolutionary context,
as adaptive behavior with respect to complex and changing patterns of the
environment, how can the known structures and properties of neural networks account for the known behavior or features of neural and psychological activity given by the experimental data?
Thus Grossberg deals with such general problems as "how does the brain
build a cognitive code?", and such specific ones as, "how does an on-center
off-surround anatomy of networks of nerve cells lead to such characteristics
of the neural processing as contour enhancement in vision or short-term
memory?"
Grossberg's papers in this volume seem to us to make a major contribution
to the theoretical formulation of problems in the study of mind and brain,
and to their mathematical and empirical solution.

Boston University
Center for the Philosophy
and History of Science
February 1982

ROBERT S. COHEN
MARX W. WARTOFSKY
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INTRODUCTION
How is psychology different from physics? What new philosophical and
scientific ideas will explicate this difference? Why were the inspiring interdisciplinary successes of Helmholtz, Maxwell, and Mach a century ago followed
by a divergence of psychological and physical theory rather than a synthesis?
Why has physics rapidly deepened and broadened its theoretical understanding
of the world during this century, while psychology has spawned controversy
after controversy, as well as dark antitheoretical prejudices?
My scientific work on problems related to mind and brain began in 1958
when I was an undergraduate, too young and enthusiastic to know about,
let alone to worry about, these issues. After twenty years of scientific inquiry,
answers are emerging which clarify some of the philosophical and scientific
questions as well as the sociological ones. The answers suggest the following
observations.
The difference between psychology and physics centers in the words
evolution and self-organization. Classical physical theory focusses on a
stationary world and the transitions between known physical states. Studies
of mind and brain focus on a nonstationary world in which new organismic
states are continually being synthesized to form a better adaptive relationship
with the environment. These new states can thereupon be maintained in a
stable fashion to form a substrate for the synthesis of yet more complex
states in a continuing evolutionary progression. Perhaps no better example
of this evolutionary process exists than language learning, which is one of
the defining characteristics of human civilization.
Whereas physics has gradually fashioned a measurement theory for a
stationary world, psychology needs to discover an evolutionary measurement
theory, or universal developmental code. Whereas physics has been well
served by linear mathematics, the evolutionary psychological processes
(development, learning, perception, cognition) depend on nonlinear mathematics. Since the time of Helmholtz, Maxwell, and Mach, nineteenth century
linear mathematics has stood ready to express and analyse the intuitive
insights of physicists interested in electromagnetic theory, relativity, and
quantum theory. Students of mind cannot turn to a well-developed body of
appropriate mathematics with which to express their deepest intuitions.
New nonlinear mathematics must be found that is tailored to these ideas.
xiii
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Scientific revolutions wherein both physical intuitions and mathematical
concepts need to be developed side-by-side are especially complex and
confusing, but they also offer special intellectual rewards. In the present
instance, understanding self-organizing systems is a necessary step towards
understanding life itself, both in its individual and collective forms.
Brain studies play a central role in this pursuit for more than the egocentric reason that brains are the crucibles of all human experience. The brain
is a universal measurement device acting on the quantum level. Data from all
of our senses, - even a few light quanta! - are synthesized by our minds into
a common dynamical coin that supports a unitary experience, rather than a
series of dislocated experiential fragments. This universality property is the
scientific reason, I believe, that brain studies are starting to play a role as
central to evolutionary studies as black body radiation played in the development of quantum theory. This universality property clarifies the usefulness
of brain theory laws towards explaining a growing body of data about living
systems other than brains.
We find ourselves today in a paradoxical and disturbing situation. After
physicists abandoned the study of mind, psychological experimentalists
were left with an inappropriate world view for understanding each other's
data. Personal experimental replication became a major source of security
in an atmosphere of conceptual solipsism. Experimentalists dug into paradigms
that were sufficiently narrow to maintain the replication criterion. Experimental approaches to mind hereby shattered into a heap of mutually
suspicious fiefdoms, and mind theorists became persona non grata. This
tendency has been exascerbated by short-sighted governmental policies that
deny adequate funding of both the experimental body and the theoretical
mind of our discipline. The same governmental policies encourage the search
for easy and fast scientific fame. The nature of the crisis and the opportunity
facing the brain sciences suggests that a long-range dialog between data and
theory should be fostered instead.
Such a dialog plays a central role in the progress of my scientific work.
My method of studying adaptive systems starts by identifying a fundamental
environmental constraint, or problem, to which a species must adapt in order
to survive. The solution to this problem takes the form of a principle of
behavioral organization. The behavioral principle is translated into its minimal
realization as a mathematical law. Minimality plays the role of an Occam's
razor, or a principle of atrophy due to disuse, in the theory. I shall soon say
how the theory overcomes the possibility that the prior evolutionary history
of a system prevents the minimal solution from occurring. These mathematical
laws have always possessed a vivid interpretation as neural networks. The
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formal mathematical language hereby bridges the gap between macroscopic
psychology and microscopic physiology, much as a mathematical bridge
exists between thermodynamics and statistical mechanics.
The reader might well ask: "Why have not all behavioral theories generated
neurological insights?" An important part of the answer is this: All the
principles in my theory describe how the organism solves the environmental
problem in real-time. The theory is not merely formal or probabilistic. It
attempts to describe the unfolding of individual behavior through time. This
demand for individual real-time laws, simple though it seems, places strong
constraints on the form that the solution can take.
Having expressed the behavioral principle in mathematical form, one is
now confronted by a nonlinear mathematical system, and one must classify
the possibilities inherent in this system. Unaided physical intuition has, time
and again, proved unequal to this task. This is because the interactive, or
collective, properties of the system control its interesting behavioral properties. The human mind does not easily grasp nonlinear interactions between
billions of cells without mathematical tools. A rigorous mathematical method
is needed to reveal the implications of the behavioral principle. Among the
most comforting and rewarding facts of my life has been that mathematical
methods could be invented for the understanding of behavioral principles.
These mathematical methods effect a great conceptual simplification by
structuring and predicting a large body of complex psychophysiological
data as manifestations of a simple behavioral principle. If nothing else, this
procedure confronts us with unexpected consequences of our present
empirical beliefs, and provides a rigorous and transparent conceptual superstructure with whose aid new concepts can more effectively be fashioned.
It would be hard for me to overemphasize the importance of mathematics in these conceptual advances, although I was myself at first unsure
of the need for a rigorous attack, as opposed to an intuitive attack. On many
occasions, mathematical work has revealed a totally unexpected property,
moreover a property so fundamental that it forced a whole series of new
intuitive insights. On other occasions, by being able to recognize a general
principle at work in several ostensibly unrelated bodies of data, I could
regroup the data in terms of underlying principles, rather than in terms
of experimental techniques. Each experimental technique can probe only
certain aspects of a principle, but by pooling the results from several techniques that are used in seemingly distinct, but mechanistically related, situations, one can understand the underlying mechanisms much better than one
could have by relying only on the techniques applicable in one situation.
The use of thought experiments to derive adaptive behavioral principles
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from environmental pressures, and the reorganization of data in terms of
principles rather than experimental procedures, provide a powerful theoretical method for understanding brain and behavior. This method can detect
information that eludes experimental techniques for several reasons: It shows
how many system components work together; it compresses into a unified
description environmental pressures that act over long, or at least nonsimultaneous times; and most importantly, it explicates design constraints that
are needed to adapt in a real-time setting.
The mathematical classification theory approaches the question of
minimality by admitting that several principles can simultaneously constrain
the adaptive design of a given neural structure. The classification theory
expresses its ambivalence towards minimality by suggesting species-specific
variations on the same organizational theme which have adapted to principles
other than the one under study.
Another important task of a classification theory is to clarify what a
behavioral principle cannot achieve. In every case, a sharper understanding of
a principle's limitations has suggested which other principles, which solve
different environmental problems, are also at work in a given situation.
Then the theoretical cycle begins again, and leads us in an evolutionary
progression to a small set of adaptive principles and mechanisms capable of
organizing and predicting a large variety of psychological and physiological
data.
As I mentioned above, the collective or interactive properties of the mathematical laws sub serve the adaptive behavioral properties that solve these
environmental problems. In this sense, my theory is a 'field' theory which
attempts to discover the conceptual level, and the functional transformations
acting on this level, that drive particular aspects of the adaptive or evolutionary process. The evolutionary method also 'embeds' the properties of one
principle into the properties of several principles acting together. For these
reasons, the name embedding field theory still seems to be a convenient
rubric for the method after the twenty-three years since its inception.
The ensuing papers are loosely grouped according to organizational principles and publication dates. The prefaces that introduce each paper sketch
some of the issues, whether about nonequilibrium physical theory, language
learning, mental illness, epistemology, or new engineering horizons, that in
my mind stand above the scientific results as signposts for further scientific
work and philosophical inquiry. The papers in this volume were published
between 1968 and 1980. I spent most of the decade between the theory's
inception and the first appearance of these articles acquiring the interdisciplinary skills that I knew would be needed. The foundations of the theory
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were laid while I was an undergraduate at Dartmouth College from 1957 to
1961. The theory continued to expand while I pursued graduate studies at
Stanford University until 1964. Then I transferred to the Rockefeller University to write my Ph.D. thesis on this subject. A long monograph marked
the fIrst stage of my thesis writing. This experience was torrential and
liberating after six years of silent but rapid accumulation of results. My
Rockefeller professors generously funded the distribution of this 1964
monograph to one hundred leading laboratories in the U.S. and abroad.
The monograph contained many of the physical laws and results which later
appeared in papers of 1967-1969, but the theory still lacked a precise mathematical method for analyzing the nonlinear dynamics whereby arbitrarily
many cells can learn. I found such a mathematical apparatus while I was
a student at Rockefeller and it was the subject of my Ph.D. thesis. To my
own surprise, this mathematical theory greatly amplified my physical intuition, and carried me through the first complete cycle of the evolutionary
method. The prefaces to the papers sketch the several cycles that the theory
has undergone since that time. Because of space limitations, some of the
articles that developed a given theoretical cycle and forced the next cycle
have been omitted. The prefaces indicate how both enclosed and omitted
articles contributed to each cycle.

